
• Momentous push for greater sustainability reporting and results. 
• Major investors jockeying for attention and mantle of leadership on important ESG issues.
• More votes against directors and for shareholder proposals expected.

BlackRock, Vanguard, and State Street Global 
Advisors are the world’s three largest asset 
managers, collectively representing over $16 
trillion in AUM, including 81% of all ETF assets.  
These “Big Three” investors collectively own an 
immense, mostly passive stake in every public US 
company, generating enormous interest in their 
annual statements of priorities and related proxy 
voting policies.

In the future, we will likely look back at 2020 as 
the year the “Big Three” got serious about 
sustainability.  BlackRock took the initiative in 
January when the annual letter from CEO Larry 
Fink, this year titled “A Fundamental Reshaping of 
Finance,” demanded companies provide more 
detailed reports relating to environmental and 
social issue oversight with Sustainability 
Accounting Standards Board (SASB) and Task 
Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
(TCFD) disclosures.

State Street Global Advisors turned the pressure 
up further, requiring not just disclosure but also 
results. SSGA CEO Cyrus Taraporevala’s annual 
letter noted that it will begin voting against 
directors this year for inadequate progress against 
certain ESG metrics, as measured by its 
proprietary R-Factor scoring system. SSGA says it 
may not vote against lagging companies if they 
disclose a compelling path to improve their scores 
now. In 2022, however, disclosure will not be 
enough, with SSGA noting that it will vote against 
companies who consistently underperform their 
peers on R-Factor scores over multiple years 
unless they see meaningful change.
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Big Three Investors Announce 2020 Priorities

“We believe that all investors, along with 
regulators, insurers, and the public, need 
a clearer picture of how companies are 
managing sustainability-related questions. 
This data should extend beyond 
climate to questions around how each 
company serves its full set of 
stakeholders, such as the diversity of 
its workforce, the sustainability of its 
supply chain, or how well it protects its 
customers’ data.”

“Unfortunately, fewer than 25% of the 
companies we’ve evaluated have 
meaningfully identified, incorporated 
and disclosed material ESG issues into 
their strategies.”

“We believe a company’s ESG score 
will soon effectively be as important 
as its credit rating.”



Demand For Financially Material Sustainability Reporting Is Here
SSGA’s proprietary R-Factor System leverages the SASB materiality framework and sector-
specific standards.  Coupled with BlackRock’s letter demanding SASB and TCFD reporting, 
companies that are unfamiliar with these standards should carefully evaluate them now, and 
companies that have been tracking their own performance against these standards 
internally should consider public disclosure.  

Vanguard has been less declarative on sustainability issues, but did amend its policies to 
say they will support proposals to address shortcomings in disclosure “relative to market 
norms and key competitors’ practices.”  As the market coalesces around SASB and TCFD-
based reporting standards, expect more support from Vanguard and others for such 
disclosures in future years. 

Some Rules Allow For Exceptions
Vanguard has not to date issued a public letter from its CEO to portfolio companies, but it 
did issue updated proxy voting guidelines earlier in February. Historically these guidelines 
saw situations in black and white, noting the circumstances under which “Vanguard will vote”  
for or against an item.  The guidelines now identify factors important to Vanguard but end 
with less declarative phrases such as “Vanguard may vote” or “Vanguard will generally 
vote.”  As an example, this new language was added to Vanguard’s overboarding policy – a 
policy that caught many companies off guard last year.  Vanguard says it may now make an 
exception from its stated guidelines (four total board seats for nonexecutive directors; one 
outside board seat for any named executive officer) under certain circumstances.

This change brings Vanguard’s policy further in line with BlackRock, where many of the 
proxy voting guidelines highlight factors relevant to each investor’s case-by-case analysis.  
For example, BlackRock notes it “will consider voting against” directors or committee 
members in certain circumstances.  

On one hand, these more flexible policies provide less clarity on exactly what circumstances 
will lead to a vote for or against a given item, which can be frustrating.  On the other, they 
make it more likely that a company’s tailored approach to a given governance issue will be 
evaluated on its own merits when explained in the proxy statement. 
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• Companies should carefully review relevant SASB and TCFD standards and 
proprietary R-Factor scores to determine their disclosure strategy now.

• Do not miss an opportunity to get credit for work already done through clear, 
compelling disclosures, particularly in the proxy statement. 

• Deep knowledge of your leading investors and their policies, preferences, and 
practices is more important than ever.
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